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Recent neuroimaging studies have identified putative homologs of macaque middle temporal area (area MT) and medial superior
temporal area (area MST) in humans. Little is known about the integration of visual and nonvisual signals in human motion areas
compared with monkeys. Through extra-retinal signals, the brain can factor out the components of visual flow on the retina that are
induced by eye-in-head and head-in-space rotations and achieve a representation of flow relative to the head (head-centric flow) or body
(body-centric flow).
Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to test whether extra-retinal eye-movement signals modulate responses to
visual flow in the human MT complex. We distinguished between MT and MST and tested whether subdivisions of these areas may
transform the retinal flow into head-centric flow.
We report that interactions between eye-movement signals and visual flow are not evenly distributed across MT. Pursuit hardly
influenced the response ofMT to flow,whereas the responses inMST to the same retinal stimuliwere stronger during pursuit thanduring
fixation. We also identified two subregions in which the flow-related responses were boosted significantly by pursuit, one overlapping
part of MST. In addition, we found evidence of a metric relation between rotational flow relative to the head and fMRI signals in a
subregion of MST. The latter findings provide an important advance over published single-cell recordings in monkey MST. A visual
representation of the rotation of the head in theworld derived fromhead-centric flowmay supplement semicircular canals signals and is
appropriate for cross-calibrating vestibular and visual signals.
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Introduction
Humans can accurately perceive their direction of self-motion
from visual flow even during eye and head rotations (Gibson,
1966; Royden et al., 1992; Warren, 1995; Bardy and Warren,
1997; Beintema and van den Berg, 2001). This is remarkable be-
cause, for the rotating eye, the center of the radial flow on the
retina no longer coincides with the heading direction (Gibson,
1966; Regan and Beverley, 1982; van den Berg and Beintema,
2000). Psychophysical studies indicate that humans cope with
this rotation problem using visual and extra-retinal signals about
the rotation of the eye (Warren and Hannon, 1988; Royden et al.,
1994; van den Berg, 1996; Crowell et al., 1998; Lappe et al., 1999).
Through the extra-retinal signal, the brain can compensate for
this rotation and achieve a representation of flow relative to the
head or body that allows for accurate heading judgments (Per-
rone, 1992; Beintema and van den Berg, 1998; Lappe, 1998; Ze-
mel and Sejnowski, 1998; Hanada, 2005).
Electrophysiological studies have identified several motion-
selective areas in monkeys, some of which are involved in this
compensation for eye rotation. Two well studied areas are the
middle temporal (MT) and medial superior temporal (MST) re-
gions in the superior temporal sulcus. Area MT has strong pro-
jections to adjacent area MST (Maunsell and van Essen, 1983;
Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986). MT neurons have relatively
small receptive fields and carry purely visual signals that encode
the basic elements of motion. Neurons in MST, conversely, have
large receptive fields that prefer certain patterns of visual motion
(Duffy and Wurtz, 1991; Orban et al., 1992; Graziano et al., 1994;
Lappe et al., 1996), and their responses are often modulated by
eye position (Bremmer et al., 1997), eye velocity (Bradley et al.,
1996; Page and Duffy, 1999), and vestibular signals (Shenoy et al.,
1999). This integration of visual and nonvisual signals in MST
could make it a crucial area for the perception of self-motion
(Britten and van Wezel, 1998; Page and Duffy, 2003).
Also the human temporal cortex contains a region (MT)
with visual motion (de Jong et al., 1994; Tootell et al., 1995a,b;
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Rees et al., 2000; Huk and Heeger, 2002) and smooth-pursuit
related signals (Petit and Haxby, 1999; Tanabe et al., 2002). Re-
cent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have
shown involvement of MT in heading estimation (Peuskens et
al., 2001) and the presence of an area sensitive to optic flow pat-
terns (Morrone et al., 2000). Moreover, two distinct subdivisions
of MT, which differ in retinotopic organization and receptive
field size, have been identified as homologs of macaque MT and
MST (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002). However, very little
is known about the integration of visual and nonvisual signals in
MT. Our fMRI study aims to fill this gap. We combined ex-
panding flow patterns that simulate forward movement of the eye
with sinusoidal rotation of the gaze line, which adds rotational
flow to the expansion. These stimuli were presented during
steady fixation and during sinusoidal pursuit. We adjusted the
motion pattern on the screen so as to keep the retinal flow pattern
the same. Briefly, we find that pursuit signals boost the blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) responses to expanding
retinal flow and that the BOLD signals of a subdivision of putative
area MST increase as a function of the speed of the rotational flow
relative to the head.
Materials andMethods
Subjects.Ten healthy human volunteers (six males and four females) with
normal vision were paid for their participation. They all gave informed
consent in writing, and the study was given ethical approval by University
of Western Ontario Ethics committee. All subjects were well practiced in
fixation and smooth pursuit eye movement tasks, and they had partici-
pated previously in other functional magnetic resonance imaging
studies.
Data acquisition. Images were collected with a 4.0 tesla Varian (Palo
Alto, CA)/Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Unity Inova whole-body imag-
ing system equipped with whole-body shielded gradients. BOLD func-
tional data were collected using T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging. To
provide enhanced signal-to-noise, a custom-built quadrature radio fre-
quency surface coil (8 cm diameter) was placed unilaterally over the right
occipital region, centered on MT.
At the beginning of each session, the location of MTwas determined
using a low-resolution functional localizer scan [72 volumes; in-plane
resolution of 3.0 mm; 64  64; field of view (FOV), 19.2 cm; 11 5-mm
slices oriented perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus; 1.95 s volume-
acquisition time; time to repetition (TR), 0.49 s; four shots; time to echo
(TE), 15.0 ms]. During this run, the subjects viewed alternating station-
ary and moving dots (16 s epochs, 144 s total). The localizer data were
then quickly analyzed using a motion minus stationary comparison
[Stimulate software (Strupp, 1996)] to ensure that the higher-resolution
slices would encompass area MT.
In subsequent experimental runs, high-resolution slices were centered
on MT, as prescribed by the localizer, and acquired with an in-plane
resolution of 1.1 mm and slice thickness of 2 mm (128  128; FOV, 14
cm; 11 slices; 4 s volume-acquisition time; TR, 1.0 s; four shots; TE, 15.0
ms). Fifty-six volumes were acquired in each of these functional scans. At
the end of each session, high-resolution inversion-prepared three-
dimensional (3D) T1-weighted anatomical images (either 32 or 64 slices;
256 256; TR, 12.5 ms; TE, 6.5 ms) were collected.
In a separate session, subjects were rescanned using a birdcage-style
head coil to obtain full-brain anatomical images. A high-resolution in-
version prepared 3D T1-weighted sequence was used (voxel size, 0.86
mm in-plane; 256  256; FOV, 22 cm; 256 slices; TR, 11.5–12 ms; TE,
5.5– 6.0 ms).
Visual stimulation. Visual stimuli were generated on an Apple Macin-
tosh G4 PowerPC (Apple Computers, Cupertino, CA) using OpenGl
rendering software. The stimuli were presented on a translucent screen
(Da-Lite, Warsaw, IN) via a liquid crystal display projector (NEC
MT800, 800 600 resolution) and a series of lenses. Subjects lay supine
in the magnet and viewed the images back-projected through a mirror
placed5 cm in front of their eyes. The room and bore were completely
dark with only visible structure on the screen. The stimuli were viewed at
an effective distance of 15 cm and subtended a visual angle of 90° wide
30° tall.
In the test conditions, motion through a cloud (dimensions, 50 m
wide 17 m height 20 m deep) of 2000 white dots was simulated. The
dots were presented on a black background. For each frame (rate, 75
Hz), a step displacement for each anti-aliased dot (size, 10 min arc) was
computed using the following formula for the velocity vector pi associ-
ated with moving dot i (Koenderink and van Doorn, 1987):
p i  
T
Di
t d i  td i  R  d i (1)
In this formula, R , t, and T denote the ego-motion parameters. The
vectors R and t denote the spin of eye and its translation relative to the
environment. They are expressed in retinal coordinates. T is the speed of
the forward motion. These parameters are the same for all dots. Unit
vector di indicates the retinal direction from which each moving dot is
seen by the eye, and scalarDi is its distance (for additional details, see van
den Berg et al., 2001). In the control condition, the visual stimulus always
consisted of a stationary random dot pattern. In all cases, the subjects
were required to fixate (pursue) a stationary (moving) small yellow
marker on the screen for the duration of the trial.
All high-resolution functional scans lasted 224 s (56 volumes) starting
with a control state and then alternating between test and control states.
Epoch length was 24 s, with the last epoch in each run being a 32 s control
state.
Experiment 1. Single-cell recording studies in macaque area MST have
described modulation of responses to optic flow by nonvisual signals
related to eye and head movements (Bradley et al., 1996; Shenoy et al.,
1999, 2002; Ilg et al., 2004). This modulation is believed to provide an
important step toward coding of head-centric flow. In experiment 1, we
examined whether extra-retinal eye movement signals modulate optic-
flow-related BOLD responses in the human MT complex.
The visual stimulus in this experiment consisted of a radially expand-
ing flow pattern that corresponds to forward motion at T 4 m/s. This
stimulus was viewed with a fixating eye or while the subject pursued a
moving point target. In the fixation condition, both the yellow fixation
point and focus of expansion remained fixed at the center of the screen.
In the pursuit condition, we added the sinusoidal, horizontal motion of
the target (four cycles of 1⁄6 Hz; peak velocity of 6 °/s; peak amplitude of
6°) to each point of the flow display so as to keep the focus of expansion
centered on the fovea. Thus, for pursuit eye movements with a gain of 1.0
(an assumption that we investigated in a control experiment), the flow
pattern on the retina was the same for the fixation and the pursuit con-
dition and contained no rotational components, i.e., the retinal rota-
tional speed is 0, but the head-centric rotational speed equals the pursuit
speed. The retinal- and head-centric speed refers, in this paper, to the
(global) rotational component of the flow field, not to the local motions
that differ according to the combination of the rotation and the forward
motion of the eye and the location of the visual field.
Data were collected from seven subjects. In each subject, we presented
a total of eight fixation trials and eight pursuit trials across four successive
runs.
Experiment 2. In this experiment, we probed the substructure of MT
further by testing whether functional subdivisions of this region trans-
form the retinal flow into head-centric flow. Our stimuli aimed to meet
the following demands. (1) The head-centric flow should be controlled
independently from the retino-centric flow. (2) The visual task should
evoke motion judgments relative to the environment. Such a task pre-
sumably directs the subject’s attention to signals that combine retino-
centric flow with extra-retinal signals, promoting (e.g., head-centric
flow) related fMRI signals. (3) The stimulus should allow for testing of a
metric relation between fMRI signals and head-centric flow magnitude.
Figure 1A shows the stimulus that fulfilled these requirements. The
stimulus simulates a head rotation during forward translation of the
body along an undulating path. Importantly, the simulation assumed
that the gaze line was always aligned with the heading direction. One can
think of this simulation as the flow that is received by a front-seat pas-
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senger of a car riding along a winding road while he fixates a mark on the
windscreen. Even when the passenger maintains a fixed orientation of
eye-in-head and head-on-body, his eyes are rotated relative to the envi-
ronment as the car turns around each bend. If the passenger instead
oscillates his head around a vertical body axis, this head rotation will
carry the eyes away from the mark on the windscreen, unless he makes a
compensatory eye rotation. In the latter case, the gaze line changes over
time just as in the condition in which eye and head had a fixed orientation
on the body. It is important to realize that, when the forward motion and
the rotation of the gaze line remain the same, the retinal flow pattern
remains the same as well, regardless of the head rotation. This holds
because the gaze rotation and the translation completely specify the ve-
locity of the eye relative to the environment (Koenderink, 1986). Thus,
by keeping gaze aligned with the heading direction, the head-centric flow
can be controlled independently from the retino-centric flow, which
fulfills the first requirement.
Our visual stimuli simulated the flow induced by the undulating mo-
tion of the car and the head oscillations but not the eye-in-head rotation
(supplemental movies, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). The frequency of the head rotation and that of the undulating
path of the car were identical. In addition, we presented a yellow fixation
point to simulate the mark on the windscreen that is always aligned with
the direction of motion of the car. The subjects were instructed to fixate
or pursue this yellow dot and attend to their direction of self-motion
through the cloud of dots, supporting the second requirement. We point
out that our stimuli did not aim to support the ego motion percepts that
normally accompany head rotations (because there was no vestibular
stimulation). Accordingly, our subjects did not have the illusion that they
were rotating their head in the simulated head-rotation conditions.
Rather the visual environment was seen as an approaching cloud of dots
that appeared to oscillate relative to the head (and body), and the vantage
point was seen to move along a sinusoidal trajectory.
We presented four cycles of oscillation in each trial of 24 s. In the
“fixation” condition, we merely simulated forward motion of the car
along the sinusoidal path (forward speed, 4 m/s), i.e., the simulation
assumes that the head is not rotating relative to the car (Fig. 1A, red
arrows). The fixation point thus remained stationary at the center of the
display. In the “opponent” condition, we simulated in addition to the
forward motion a head rotation (Fig. 1A, blue arrows) that was in-phase
with the undulations of the forward motion. Thus, when a rightward
turn of the car was simulated, the simulated head rotation was also right-
ward. This means that, to fixate the yellow marker on the windscreen of
the car, the eye has to turn leftward in the head. Because the head rotation
and the movement of the car were simulated, the yellow fixation point
moved leftward on the display, i.e., eye pursuit was opponent to the
simulated car ( body) rotation. In the “consistent” condition, we sim-
ulated in addition to the forward motion a head rotation (Fig. 1A, green
arrows) that was in anti-phase with the undulations of the forward mo-
tion. Now the yellow marker on the display rotated in the same direction
as the simulated car ( body) motion.
If the subject pursues the yellow target accurately (gain of1.0, which
we verified in a control experiment), the oscillation of the gaze line rela-
tive to the cloud of dots remains the same for all three conditions. How-
ever, the simulated rotation of the head relative to the environment is
different. In the consistent condition, the orientation of the head relative
to cloud of dots remains the same throughout the simulation (Fig. 1A,
green arrows), i.e., the head-in-space rotation amplitude is 0. There is
only forward and sideways translation of the head. In the fixation condi-
tion (Fig. 1A, red arrows), the orientation of the head varies relative to
the cloud of dots just as that of the car, and, in the opponent condition,
the head rotates relative to the environment by twice the amount of the
car rotation. Thus, for identical retinal flow patterns, these three condi-
tions present three levels of head-centric rotational flow: 0 (consistent),
 (fixation), and 2 (opponent). This supports the third requirement.
Data were collected from six subjects (10 –16 runs per subject, four test
trials, and five control epochs per run). In each subject, we presented two
levels of: 4 and 8°/s (Fig. 1B). These numbers represent the peak veloc-
ity of the simulated head rotation relative to the car. The oscillation
frequency ( f ) was 1⁄6 Hz. The peak amplitudes of simulated head oscil-
lations relative to the car and the undulation of the path of the car relative
to the environment were given by /(2f ). In total, four levels of head-
centric rotational flow were investigated (hf  0, 4, 8, and 16°/s). Note
that the 8°/s head-centric flow condition was presented for two levels of
: fixation with  8°/s and opponent with  4°/s. Note in addition
that the speed of rotation in the retinal flow was doubled in the  8°/s
condition compared with the   4°/s condition. Thus, also the 0°/s
head-centric flow condition was presented for two levels of: consistent
with  4°/s and consistent with  8°/s.
Control experiment. Our choice of the target motions in experiments 1
and 2 promotes accurate pursuit (Collewijn and Tamminga, 1984, 1986).
To verify that the subjects indeed performed correctly in the fixation and
pursuit tasks, we did a control experiment outside the MRI scanner in
which we measured the eye movements of five subjects with the scleral
search-coil technique [resolution, 0.05°; noise, 0.1° peak-to-peak;
sampling rate, 500 Hz (Collewijn et al., 1975)]. This experiment was done
in a mock scanner to ensure that the test stimuli were viewed in the same
way as in the MRI experiments (see above, Visual stimuli).
Data analysis. Image analysis was performed using Brain Voyager 2000
(version 4.8; Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Surface
coil images were manually realigned to the head-coil images, and the
images were spatially normalized according to the atlas of Talairach and
Tournoux (1988) to obtain standardized coordinates for the regions of
interest. Anatomical images from each subject were then segmented at
the gray/white matter boundary and subsequently inflated and flattened
for visualization purposes (Goebel et al., 1998).
Functional data underwent 3D motion correction, and the time
courses within each voxel were corrected for linear drift. We excluded
any (2 of 128) scans in which motion artifacts were observed in a cine-
matic loop. After this preprocessing, functional runs within a subject
were analyzed with a voxel-by-voxel regression analysis.
To quantify the amplitudes of the BOLD responses, we used the gen-
eral linear model (GLM) with a predictor for each experimental condi-
tion. Predictors were entered as reference functions reflecting the tem-
poral sequence of experimental and control conditions convolved with
the hemodynamic response (lag values of 1 corresponding to a 4 s delay).
The regression statistics were corrected for temporal autocorrelation of
the BOLD signal.
To generate functional maps, we computed the conjunction of two
GLM contrasts. The first contrast identified voxels that were more active
in the motion conditions compared with the static control condition.
The second contrast compared the activation between different motion
conditions (see Results). The threshold for each contrast was set at p 
0.05. By only considering clusters of three or more contiguous voxels, the
Figure 1. Stimuli in experiment 2.A, Top view of the simulated head-in-space rotations and
undulating path of the subject. Arrows indicate the head orientation relative to the environ-
ment under the three experimental conditions. Note that the gaze line is always in the direction
of the forward motion, which produces identical retinal flow patterns under the three condi-
tions. For the flow fields presented on the screen, see supplemental movies (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).B, Speed of the eye-in-head pursuit as well as retinal-
and head-centric rotational flow components under the consistent, opponent, and fixation
condition for each of the two trajectories simulating rotations of the gaze line relative to the
environment at 4°/s and 8°/s, respectively.
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effective p value was 0.005 (Forman et al., 1995). Maps were superim-
posed on T1-weighted anatomical reference scans.
Localization of MT and MST. We localized the MT cluster (i.e., area
MT plus other adjacent motion-sensitive areas, including MST) in the
dorsal/posterior limb of the inferior temporal sulcus (Zeki et al., 1991;
Watson et al., 1993; Tootell et al., 1995a,b; Dumoulin et al., 2000) using
a wide-field optic flow minus static comparison. The dissociation be-
tween the putative human homologs of macaque areas MT and MST was
based on the notion that, in macaques, MT receptive fields primarily
encode the contralateral visual field, whereas receptive fields in MST
dorsal are much wider and extend well into the ipsilateral visual field
(Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002).
We used the data from a previous fMRI study (Dukelow et al., 2001) to
distinguish putative area MT (pMT) from putative area MST (pMST) in
seven subjects (1–7). For the other three subjects in this study, we did not
distinguish between MT and pMST subdivisions. The motion stimulus
in that study was a radially expanding dot pattern (200 dots; average
speed, 8.0°/s; white dots on a black background) with the focus of expan-
sion located at the center of the display. However, no dots were displayed
in the central 30° of the display. Subjects fixated at the center while dots
appeared from 15 to 45° in the periphery in either the contralateral (left)
or ipsilateral (right) visual field. The control condition consisted of an
identical display, but the dots were stationary. Data were analyzed using
the general linear model, with response to contralateral motion being one
predictor and response to ipsilateral motion as a second predictor.
For each individual subject, a region of interest (ROI) was generated
for pMT based on contiguous voxels in MT that were activated signif-
icantly by motion in the contralateral visual field compared with station-
ary but not activated significantly by motion in the ipsilateral visual field.
ROIs were generated for pMST based on contiguous voxels that were
activated significantly by motion in the ipsilateral visual field compared
with stationary. Because the contralateral/ipsilateral visual stimuli did
not cover the central visual field (15° from the fovea), the foveal rep-
resentation of area MT may not have been included in the ROIs gener-
ated for pMT. Conversely, a recent fMRI study with macaque monkeys
(Orban et al., 2003) indicated that visual motion stimuli also produce
significant BOLD responses in the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus
(FST). The ROIs generated for pMT and pMST
may therefore include subdivisions of a region
that is homologous to motion area FST in the
monkey.
Results
In all 10 subjects that participated in the
experiments, motion stimuli produced
robust activation (compared with station-
ary) in the dorsal/posterior limb of the in-
ferior temporal sulcus. The location of this
activation [Talairach coordinates (x, y, z)
of (43,	67, 3)] was consistent with previ-
ous reports of human MT (Zeki et al.,
1991; Watson et al., 1993; Dupont et al.,
1994; McCarthy et al., 1995; Tootell et
al., 1995a,b; Smith et al., 1998; Sunaert et
al., 1999; Dumoulin et al., 2000; Dukelow
et al., 2001). Additionally, optic-flow-
related functional activity was observed in
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), the calcarine
sulcus (likely corresponding to the pri-
mary visual cortex, area V1), the parieto-
occipital sulcus (POS), and in the collat-
eral sulcus.
Experiment 1
Single-cell recording studies have de-
scribed modulation of responses to optic
flow by nonvisual signals related to eye po-
sition, eye movement, and head movement in area MST of ma-
caques (Bradley et al., 1996; Bremmer et al., 1997; Shenoy et al.,
1999, 2002; Upadhyay et al., 2000; Ilg et al., 2004). This modula-
tion is believed to provide an important step toward compensa-
tion for the effects of ego-motion on the retinal flow patterns.
Previous fMRI studies have reported robust activation in most of
the human MT complex during pursuit of a small moving tar-
get (Barton et al., 1996; Petit and Haxby, 1999; Dukelow et al.,
2001), but it is not known whether pursuit modulates responses
to optic flow. In experiment 1, we therefore examined the influ-
ence of pursuit eye movements on the BOLD responses in the
MT cluster (i.e., area MT plus other adjacent motion-sensitive
areas, including MST) during a radially expanding flow pattern
with the focus of expansion centered on the fovea.
As shown in Figure 2, we first applied a region-of-interest
analysis, which allowed us to dissociate between the responses of
two functional subdivisions of MT that we tentatively identify
as homologs of macaque area MT and MST. To illustrate this
analysis, the left panels in Figure 2 depict the anatomic location of
pMT (magenta) and pMST (turquoise) in one of our subjects as
defined by our functional MT–MST localization protocol (Duke-
low et al., 2001) (see Materials and Methods), as well as the aver-
aged signal time courses from each of these ROIs during the
fixation and pursuit conditions. Note that, in this subject, the
pursuit task produced an increase in the activation of area pMST,
whereas the signal changes in area pMT were approximately the
same when the motion stimulus was viewed with a fixating eye or
when the subject pursued a moving target. To quantify the am-
plitudes of these signal changes, we used a GLM with responses to
flow during fixation being one predictor and responses to flow
during pursuit as a second predictor.
The right panels in Figure 2 summarize the results of this
procedure for the five subjects in experiment 1 for which MT–
Figure2. Influence of pursuit eyemovements on fMRI activity in putative areaMT andMST. Left, Region-of-interest analysis of
theBOLD responses inMT for subject 2. TheMT clusterwas functionally subdivided into twoareas thatwe tentatively identify
as homologs ofmacaque areaMT andMST (Dukelow et al., 2001) (seeMaterials andMethods). The anatomic location of area pMT
(magenta) and area pMST (turquoise) in subject 2 is indicated on the inflated brain and axial slice at z 0. The dashed line
indicates the outline ofMT. Time courses show the BOLD signal in each ROI for expanding optic flowwith the focus of expansion
centered on the fovea during fixation (blue) and pursuit (green) relative to the response of the area to stationary dots. Signals are
aligned with the onset of the motion stimulus and averaged across trials (error bars indicate1 SEM). Vertical line segments
indicate the onset and offset moments of the 24 s motion epoch. Right, Magnitude of the signal changes in area pMT and pMST
under the twoexperimentalmotion conditions for subjects 1–5. Avg, Averaged response across all five subjects. Error bars indicate
SEM. ITS, Inferior temporal sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus.
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MST dissociation data were available. In-
terestingly, we observed that the optic-
flow-related activation of area pMST was
consistently enhanced by the pursuit task
and that these changes in activity were sta-
tistically significant in all but one subject
(GLM analysis, p 0.05). The mean SD
difference between the activation in the
fixation task and the pursuit task was
0.27 0.07% of the baseline. A paired Stu-
dent’s t test across subjects indicated a sim-
ilar but smaller effect in pMT ( p  0.01;
mean difference, 0.12  0.05%). For the
individual subjects, the enhancement pro-
duced by the pursuit task in pMT was in
fact not statistically significant (GLM
analysis, p
 0.1 in all five subjects).
To further examine the functional sub-
division of MT, we also performed a
voxel-by-voxel GLM analysis on the fMRI
data from all seven subjects that partici-
pated in experiment 1. In each subject, we
observed two subregions of voxels within
MT that showed a significantly different
response in the pursuit condition com-
pared with the fixation condition (GLM
contrast, p  0.05). Table 1 lists the Ta-
lairach coordinates of these clusters. As il-
lustrated in Figure 3 for one of our sub-
jects (same subject as in Fig. 2), the
responses in both ROIs were strongly en-
hanced by the pursuit task. Interestingly,
and in line with the results from Figure 2,
one of the ROIs (yellow) showed consid-
erable overlap with area pMST. As shown
in the flat maps of Figure 4, overlap of this
ROI with area pMST was consistently ob-
served for all five subjects in experiment 1
for whom we had pMST and pMT local-
ization data. The second ROI (red) was
typically found more lateral, slightly posterior, and somewhat
inferior to the first ROI and showed practically no overlap with
area pMST (Figs. 3, 4). We will refer to these ROIs as the medial
(yellow) and lateral (red) ROI, respectively, because a compari-
son of their Talairach coordinates (Table 1) with paired Student’s
t tests indicated that the second ROI was more lateral than the
first ( p  0.05). The y and z coordinates were not significantly
different. Both the medial and lateral ROI showed little or no
overlap with area pMT (Figs. 3, 4).
The average volume of the medial and lateral pursuit ROI
across all seven subjects was 0.3 0.1 cm 3 (mean SD; median,
0.3 cm 3) and 0.5  0.3 cm 3 (median, 0.4 cm 3), respectively. To
estimate the amount of overlap of these ROIs with area pMT and
area pMST, we used the MT–MST dissociation data that were
available for subjects 1–5. In these subjects, we observed that 56
15% of the voxels of the medial pursuit ROI overlapped the
pMST region, whereas only 14  10% of the voxels of this ROI
fell within the pMT region. For the lateral pursuit ROI, we found
that only 9 12 and 15 9% of the voxels fell within the pMST
and pMT region, respectively.
Figure 5 compares the amplitudes of the BOLD responses in
the pursuit and fixation condition for the lateral and medial
pursuit-modulated ROIs in all seven subjects. Note the robust
modulation of the responses by the pursuit task in both ROIs for
all subjects. Interestingly, however, the responses of the lateral
ROI in the fixation condition were much weaker compared with
the ones in the medial ROI. In five subjects, the responses of the
lateral ROI during fixation were in fact not significantly different
from 0 (GLM analysis, p
 0.3). Averaged across all subjects, the
lateral ROI showed no significant response to the expanding flow
pattern in the fixation condition (paired t test, p 0.07).
In all seven subjects, we also noticed pursuit-related enhance-
ment of the BOLD responses in subregions along the POS (medial,
bilateral activation at z  0 in Fig. 3) and the IPS. We have not
analyzed these responses in quantitative detail. In contrast, flow-
related activity in voxels along the calcarine sulcus was not signifi-
cantly modulated by the pursuit task (see functional map at z 0 in
Fig. 3). The latter may not be surprising because this task produced
nearly identical retinal flow patterns with the focus of expansion
centered on the fovea (see below, Control experiment).
Experiment 2
The first experiment shows that the pursuit task boosts the BOLD
response to visual flow in MT. Such a modulation by pursuit
could be attributable to BOLD responses to independent pursuit
and flow signals. The second experiment aims to show that true
Figure 3. Pursuit-related enhancement in two subdivisions of MT. Signal time courses and anatomical location of the two
subregions in MT of subject 2 that showed enhanced activation in the pursuit plus expansion condition (green) comparedwith
the fixation plus expansion condition (blue). Time courses (error bars indicate1 SEM) are aligned with the onset of the motion
stimulus. All activity displayed on the inflated brain and the axial slices has met a minimum statistical criterion of p 0.05 (see
Materials andMethods).Note that oneROI (yellow) shows considerableoverlapwithareapMST (turquoise),whereas theotherROI
(red) showed little overlap with either area pMT (magenta) or area pMST (turquoise). ITS, Inferior temporal sulcus; STS, superior
temporal sulcus; cal, calcarine sulcus; PO, parietal-occipital sulcus.
Table 1. Talairach coordinates of the “medial” and “lateral” ROIs in the MT complex that responded stronger
to expanding flow during pursuit compared with expanding flow during fixation
Medial pursuit ROI Lateral pursuit ROI Difference
x y z x y z x y z
Subject
1 41 	65 7 53 	66 	2 	12 	1 	9
2 41 	58 0 39 	68 	4 2 	10 	4
3 36 	70 4 40 	78 	5 	4 	8 	9
4 41 	56 	2 55 	54 	7 	14 2 	5
5 50 	58 8 44 	70 5 6 	12 	3
9 41 	61 5 48 	67 	5 	7 	6 	10
10 41 	73 	5 51 	64 8 	10 9 13
Mean SD 42 4 	63 7 2 5 47 6 	67 7 	1 6 	6 7 	4 7 	4 8
Difference refers to the difference between the respective Talairach coordinates.
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interaction occurs between pursuit and flow signals within MT
that may reflect the computation of head-centric flow.
To test whether such interactions exist within the MT com-
plex without making specific assumptions regarding the nature of
these interactions, we compared the fMRI activity in the consis-
tent and opponent condition. As explained in Materials and
Methods, both the pursuit movements and the retinal flow pat-
terns were the same under these conditions. Only the phase rela-
tion between pursuit and the retinal rotational flow component
was opposite, resulting in head-centric rotational flow that was
either 0 (consistent) or 2°/s (opponent). Because the BOLD
signal integrates the responses on a long timescale, independent
flow and pursuit responses would yield a BOLD signal that only
depends on the amplitudes of the pursuit and the rotational flow
signals. In contrast, if the BOLD signal reflects a neural interac-
tion representing head-centric flow, the response should also de-
pend on the phase relation between pursuit and rotational flow.
Thus, the activation will be different for consistent and opponent
pursuit conditions in regions that show interactions between
pursuit- and flow-related signals, whereas regions carrying only
independent visual and nonvisual signals will exhibit no change.
Functional data were analyzed with a voxel-by-voxel GLM
analysis. In all six subjects that participated in this experiment, we
observed an ROI within MT that was more active in the oppo-
nent conditions than in the consistent conditions as determined
by a GLM contrast between these conditions ( p  0.05). For
Talairach coordinates, see Table 2. Figure 6 illustrates this finding
for subject 2 (same subject as in Figs. 2, 3). Note that the putative
head-centric flow region (pHFR, yellow) was found within the
anterior portion of the MT complex, close to the border of area
pMST (turquoise) and area pMT (magenta), but mostly overlap-
ping area pMST. As shown in the time courses of Figure 6, the
response of this ROI to the optic flow stimulus was strongly en-
hanced in the opponent condition (blue) compared with the con-
sistent condition (green) at both levels of  (thin-dark, 4°/s;
thick-bright, 8°/s). These differences cannot be attributable to
differences in the retinal or extra-retinal signals per se because,
for each level of , both the pursuit and the retinal flow patterns
were the same (see Materials and Methods); it was the different
phase relationship between pursuit and retinal flow that caused
the difference in ROI response. Furthermore, this response prop-
erty was specific to this subregion of the MT complex because it
was not reflected in the mass activity of pMT and pMST.
The average volume of the pHFR across all six subjects was
0.5  0.5 cm 3 (mean  SD; median, 0.3 cm 3). In line with its
anteromedial location in the MT complex, a considerable over-
lap with the pMST region was observed in the five subjects (1–3,
6, and 7) with MT/MST localizer data. On average, 62 23% of
the voxels overlapped the pMST region, whereas only 14 18%
of the voxels were found within the pMT region. The overlap with
pMST in each of these subjects is further illustrated in the flat
maps of Figure 7, which show the anatomical localization of the
pHFR with respect to the subjects’ pMT and pMST regions. The
bottom panels in Figure 7 present the results of two experiments
with subject 2. Although the first session (right panel) was a pilot
experiment in which we applied only one level of  (6°/s; corre-
sponding to head-centric rotational flow of hf 0, 6, and 12°/s),
we include these data to demonstrate that sensitivity to head-
centric flow was reproducibly observed within the same region of
pMST.
In each subject, we further quantified the amplitude of the
BOLD responses in the pHFR for all six test conditions (i.e.,
Figure 5. Pursuit-modulated fMRI responses in two MT subregions. Percentage signal
change in the medial and lateral MT subregion for expanding optic flow with the focus of
expansion centered on the foveaduring fixation () andpursuit (f) relative to the response of
the ROI to static dots. Data from the seven individual subjects are presented on the left, and the
average (Avg) data are presented on the right. Error bars indicate SEM.
Figure4. LocalizationofMTsubregionswithpursuit-enhancedresponses in fivedifferentsub-
jects. Flattened surfacemaps of the brains of all five subjects (S1–S5) in experiment 1with identified
pMT (magenta) and pMST (turquoise) subdivisions. Each flat map shows the location of the two
subregions (yellow and red) in which the pursuit task produced enhanced responses to expanding
optic flow. Note that one of the pursuit-modulated ROIs (yellow) showed considerable overlapwith
area pMST in all five subjects.
Table 2. Talairach coordinates of the pHFR for all six subjects participating in
experiment 2
Subject x y z
1 44 	68 2
2 38 	61 0
3 43 	63 0
6 43 	59 6
7 49 	61 1
8 41 	64 7
Mean SD 43 4 	63  3 3 3
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fixation, consistent, and opponent at two
levels of ) by fitting a general linear
model to the ROI time course data using a
predictor for each test condition. As ex-
plained in Materials and Methods (com-
pare with Fig. 1), the six test conditions
involved two different levels of retino-
centric rotational flow speed (4 and 8°/s)
and four different head-centric rotational
flow speeds (0, 4, 8, and 16°/s). If the ob-
served interaction between pursuit and
retinal rotational flow indeed reflects the
presence of a head-centric rotational flow
signal, there could also be metric relation
between the BOLD responses and the
head-centric speed of the rotational flow
component.
To explore this possibility, we plotted
the amplitudes of the BOLD responses
as function of the retino-centric (Fig.
8A) and head-centric (Fig. 8B) speed of
the rotational flow. For clarity, the data
from each individual subject were nor-
malized with respect to the mean ampli-
tude of the signal changes under all test conditions. Note that
the data in Figure 8B show a robust increase in the activation
as function of head-centric speed in all six subjects (mean 
SD correlation, r  0.79  0.14). In contrast, the data in
Figure 8A scatter around 100% for both retinal speed levels,
indicating that the responses were not systematically influ-
enced by the retino-centric speed of the rotational flow com-
ponent. Only in the fixation conditions, i.e., when the retino-
centric and head-centric rotational flow speeds were the same,
did we observe a consistently bigger response for the  8°/s
condition compared with the   4°/s condition.
Additional inspection of the data suggested, however, that
head-centric flow was not the only factor determining the
BOLD responses. For example, the 8°/s head-centric flow con-
dition was presented for two levels of  (Fig. 1B, fixation with
  8°/s and opponent with   4°/s), but, on average, the
responses were significantly lower in the   8°/s fixation
condition compared with the4°/s opponent condition (paired t
test, p 0.05). To quantify the contributions of the different visual
and nonvisual factors, we therefore modeled the ROI time course
data, Y(t), as function of retino-centric flow, head-centric flow, and
pursuit. The multiple linear regression model used in this analysis
was given by the following:
Yt  1  Fct  2  Rst  3  Hst 
4  Pbt  5  Pst  6 (2)
The first term in this model, Fc, represents a constant signal
change in the motion conditions compared with the static con-
trol condition. The second term, Rs, models the effect of present-
ing two levels of retino-centric rotational flow. The third term,
Hs, relates the signal changes to the head-centric flow, assuming
that the responses are linearly related to the peak velocity of the
rotational flow component. The last two terms model a response
bias attributable to pursuit eye movements, Pb, and the effect of
presenting two levels of pursuit speed, Ps, respectively. The con-
stant 6 signifies the baseline activity in the stationary control
condition.
Figure 9 summarizes the results of this factorial regression
analysis. As expected, we observed a robust contribution of the
constant optic-flow term in all six subjects (i.e., 1 
 0; GLM
contrast, p  0.05) (Fig. 9A). The amplitude of this response
component was 0.90  0.19% of the baseline (mean  SD). In
Figure 6. Putative head-centric flow region in one subject. Signal time courses and anatomical location of a contiguous region
of voxels (pHFR) in subject 2 that responded stronger in the opponent conditions (blue) than in the consistent conditions (green).
Time courses of the BOLD signal (error bars indicate1 SEM) are aligned with the onset of the motion stimulus. The rotational
flow component on the retina was either 4°/s (thin-dark) or 8°/s (thick-bright). All activity displayed on the inflated
brain and the axial slice has met a minimum statistical criterion of p 0.05 (see Materials and Methods). Note correspondence
with pursuit-modulated anteromedial subregion in Figure 3 (yellow) in this subject.
Figure 7. Localization of the pHFR in five different subjects. Flat maps of the brains of five
subjects (S1–S3, S6, S7) showing the location of the pHFR (yellow) relative to the subjects’
identified pMT (magenta) and pMST (turquoise) subdivisions. Note that the pHFR showed con-
siderable overlapwith area pMST in all five subjects. Bottom panels show the reproducibility of
this finding for two experiments with subject 2.
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line with the data in Figure 8B, the analysis also indicated that the
BOLD responses were significantly modulated by the head-
centric speed of the rotational flow in all six subjects (i.e., 3
 0;
GLM contrast, p  0.05) (Fig. 9C). The partial correlation be-
tween this regression variable and the BOLD signal ranged be-
tween 0.63 and 0.83 (mean  SD, 0.71  0.07), and the average
gain across subjects was 3  0.33  0.13‰ of the baseline per
degree per second. In contrast, we observed no statistically signif-
icant influence of retino-centric rotational flow speed (i.e., 2 
0) (Fig. 9A), neither within subjects (GLM contrast, p
 0.05) nor
across subjects (paired t test, p 
 0.05). There was, however, a
significant influence of pursuit eye movements (Fig. 9B). That is,
pursuit by itself produced a systematic increase of the BOLD
responses in the pursuit conditions (i.e., pursuit bias 4 
 0), as
was observed also in experiment 1, but the influence of pursuit
was not significantly different between the 4 and 8°/s pursuit
conditions (i.e., 5  0).
Control experiment
Our experiments required that the subjects performed accurate
pursuit. To demonstrate that our stimuli indeed induce accurate
pursuit, Figure 10 shows the results of an off-line control exper-
iment in which we measured the eye movements of five subjects
in the pursuit and fixation tasks. Each data trace (black) repre-
sents the eye movements of an individual subject on a represen-
tative 24 s trial. Note that all subjects tracked the target (gray
traces) quite accurately; the gains of the eye movement responses
were close to 1.0, and phase errors were practically 0 under all
pursuit conditions. In the fixation trials, subjects typically main-
tained fixation within approximately 0.5° of the stationary
target.
Figure 10 bolsters the conclusion that the translation and ro-
tation components of the retinal flow are virtually identical for
the fixation and pursuit conditions. However, we did not adjust
the display window during pursuit. The retinal location of the
borders of the window therefore shifted during the pursuit tasks
by twice the amplitude of the target movement (6° in experiment
1; 8 and 16° in experiment 2) but not during the fixation task.
These shifts were 20% of the display width, but they cause a
portion of high-speed retinal flow to shift in-and-out of view at
retinal eccentricities 
35°. Could these shifts explain our
findings?
Clearly, the change in visibility of motion vectors at the edges
cannot explain the marked difference between the BOLD re-
sponses to opponent and consistent pursuit because, for either
pursuit condition, the same portion of the retinal flow field shifts
in-and-out of view across one cycle. This holds for both levels of
 (4 and 8°/s). Moreover, if edge effects are an important factor in
our experiment that can explain the boosting of BOLD signals in
the pursuit task compared with fixation, the responses should
also depend strongly on the amplitude of the pursuit movements
Figure 8. Response amplitudes of the pHFR correlate with the head-centric speed of rota-
tional flow. Normalized response amplitudes plotted as function of retino-centric (A) and head-
centric (B) rotational flow speed. Different symbols represent data from different subjects.
100% corresponds to the mean amplitude of BOLD responses across all motion conditions.
Mean SD slopes of the regression lines (solid) in A and B were 0.6 2.0%  deg	1  s	1
(not significantly different from 0) and 2.4  0.6%  deg	1  s	1 (t test, p  0.05),
respectively.
Figure 9. Model-based regression analysis. A, Percentage signal change attributable to the
constant optic flow factor (1;f) and the retino-centric rotational speed factor (2;). B,
Percentage signal change attributable to the pursuit bias (4;f) and the pursuit speed factor
(5;▫). C, Gain (3) of the relation between head-centric rotational flow speed and the BOLD
signal changes. Note scaling differences between panels. Error bars indicate SEM. Avg, Aver-
aged values across all subjects.
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because that determines the displacement of the edges of the
window on the peripheral retina. However, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6 for one of our subjects (subject 2), this was not observed in
the pHFR, in pMST, or in pMT. Note, for example, that 4 and 8°
consistent pursuit (for which head-centric rotational flow speeds
are 0) produced in each of these ROIs the same BOLD response
(green time courses), although the edge displacement is for 8°
consistent pursuit twice as large as for 4° consistent pursuit. Also,
the regression analysis in Figure 9 showed that there was no sig-
nificant influence of pursuit amplitude in the subjects’ pHFR
(i.e., 5  0).
As an additional control, we scrutinized the responses of area
pMT in experiment 2 (Fig. 11). In line with experiment 1, pMT
activity was enhanced in some pursuit conditions, i.e., the (aver-
aged) responses during 4° consistent pursuit and 8° opponent
pursuit were significantly increased compared with fixation (t
test, p  0.05). However, more importantly, the responses in
these two different pursuit conditions, which involved peak-to-
peak edge displacements of 8 and 16°, respectively, were not sig-
nificantly different when compared with one another! In fact, for
most stimulus pairs with different edge displacements across the
peripheral retina, the responses in pMT were indistinguishable,
although the ROIs for pMT were obtained by stimulating the MT
region that represents the (left) peripheral visual field (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Because MT probably is the major source of
retinal motion signals for MST and other motion-sensitive areas
in MT, these findings argue strongly against the idea that the
change in retinal motion at eccentricities 
35° can account for
the modulation observed in the two pursuit-modulated regions
in experiment 1. Indeed, when we applied the regression analysis
of Equation 2 to all voxels in MT, the data from experiment 2
showed a significant pursuit bias (i.e., 4 
 0) for voxels in the
medial and lateral pursuit regions (as in experiment 1), but none
of these voxels nor any other voxels in MT showed a significant
correlation with pursuit amplitude (i.e., 5  0), indicating that
there were no significant influences of edge displacement. This
result was obtained in all six subjects.
Discussion
Previous fMRI studies have identified two subdivisions of human
MT as putative homolog pairs of monkey MT and MST (Duke-
low et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002). pMT has retinotopic organiza-
tion, with central vision located in ventral/posterior parts of MT.
pMST lacks such retinotopic organization (Huk et al., 2002).
Anterior to pMST, one finds an area responsive to pursuit in the
absence of retinal flow (Dukelow et al., 2001). Pursuit signals and
luminance-gradient signals interact within MT (Goltz et al.,
2003), but no fMRI evidence exists for interaction between reti-
nal motion and eye velocity signals. Our experiments tested these
interactions, and we found functional differences in the role of
pursuit signals across MT.
Experiment 1 showed that the influence of pursuit is not ho-
mogeneous across MT. First, the effect of pursuit on flow-
related responses was significantly larger for pMST than for pMT
(Fig. 2). Second, we found two subregions in which the response
to expanding retinal flow was strongly boosted by the pursuit task
(Fig. 3). The medial one showed considerable overlap with pMST
but did not encompass all of it (Fig. 4). This suggests that a sub-
structure exists even within pMST. The lateral ROI fell mostly
outside pMT and pMST. These new findings for human MT are
Figure 10. Eyemovements of five subjects in the pursuit and fixation tasks. Eyemovements
were recorded during sinusoidal pursuit of a target at two different speeds (4 and 8°/s peak
velocity) in the consistent and opponent condition and during straight-ahead fixation. Eye and
targetmovementswerehorizontal. Eachblack trace represents the eyemovementdata froman
individual subject on a representative 24 s trial. Note that the subjects’ overlapping data traces
are closely aligned with the target position (thick gray) under each condition.
Figure 11. Activity in pMT not systematically influenced by edge displacement amplitude.
A, Predicted responses of pMT under the six different test conditions in experiment 2 if the
enhancement of BOLD signals is attributable to displacement of the stimulus window on the
peripheral retina. Ordinate scaling is arbitrary. B, Measured BOLD responses in area pMT. Data
were normalized (as in Fig. 8) and averaged across five subjects. Error bars indicate SEM. Gray
values indicate pursuit amplitudes (in degrees).
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nicely in line with single-cell studies in monkeys, which show that
some cells in MT and many neurons in MST modulate their
responses to optic flow during pursuit (Bradley et al., 1996;
Bremmer et al., 1997; Page and Duffy, 1999). Experiment 2 pro-
vides novel evidence that the interaction between retinal motion
and pursuit in a subregion of pMST involves the computation of
head-centric flow.
Enhanced BOLD signal attributable to retinal or
extra-retinal signals?
In experiment 1, we identified pursuit-modulated regions by se-
lecting voxels with enhanced activation in the pursuit task com-
pared with fixation. This means that voxels may have been se-
lected for different reasons. (1) Voxels contain a mixture of
pursuit- and flow-related units without interaction. During pur-
suit, both populations become active, resulting in enhanced
BOLD signals compared with the fixation condition in which
only flow-related units are active. (2) Voxels contain units that
combine pursuit and flow signals; the interaction between pur-
suit and flow boosts the BOLD signal. (3) The retinal motions
were not sufficiently matched during fixation and pursuit, caus-
ing more activation during pursuit.
We believe the last explanation is unlikely. In line with pub-
lished behavior (Collewijn and Tamminga, 1984, 1986), our con-
trol experiments showed that pursuit was accurate (Fig. 10), yet
minimal amounts of slip (0.5°/s) cannot be avoided near rever-
sals of target motion. Thus, the fovea representation in MT could
be activated more during pursuit compared with fixation. Pub-
lished MT retinotopy (Huk et al., 2002) suggests that the lateral
pursuit region could perhaps overlap central MT (a ventral/pos-
terior part of MT that possibly fell outside our pMT ROIs). If
true, we would expect significant activation of this same region by
visual flow compared with static dots. This was found in only
two of our seven subjects (Fig. 5, lateral ROI). We believe,
therefore, that the lateral pursuit region does not reflect a pure
visual-flow-selective region corresponding to central MT. The
medial pursuit region primarily overlaps pMST (Fig. 4). This
region thus responds to high-speed flow in both the contralat-
eral and ipsilateral visual periphery, i.e., a wide-field visual
flow response, which makes it unlikely that small changes in
visual flow attributable to pursuit errors (of 0.5°/s) would
modulate the BOLD response significantly in this area. Be-
cause a small portion of the flow field shifted in-and-out of
view in the pursuit task, but not in the fixation task, one could
still argue that enhanced activation during pursuit was caused
by the change in retinal flow signals rather than by extra-
retinal pursuit signals. If true, the responses should depend
strongly on the amplitude of the pursuit movements that de-
termine the displacement of the stimulus window on the pe-
ripheral retina. Experiment 2 showed, however, that activity
across MT did not depend significantly on pursuit ampli-
tude (Figs. 6, 9, 11), indicating that the change in retinal mo-
tion at eccentricities 
35° cannot account for the observed
activity modulation either.
To distinguish between independence and interaction of the
responses to visual flow and pursuit, we investigated various
combinations of retinal rotational flow and pursuit of the same
frequency in experiment 2. By focusing on responses that depend
on a 180° phase difference between these signals, we could local-
ize voxels with true interaction between flow and pursuit signals
(see Results) (Figs. 6, 7). Neither pursuit errors nor edge effects
could affect these results because low-frequency pursuit hardly
shows phase errors (Fig. 10) (Collewijn and Tamminga, 1984,
1986). Thus, in part of area pMST, the BOLD response is not
caused by purely retinal signals but by an interaction between
retinal signals and pursuit.
Sensitivity to head-centric rotational flow
The 180° phase difference between pursuit and rotational flow in
our opponent and consistent pursuit conditions caused a change
in head-centric rotational speed of 8 or 16°/s while the retino-
centric rotational flow speed and the eye pursuit speed was main-
tained (Fig. 1). In a region approximately corresponding to the
medial pursuit area, BOLD activation showed a clear metric re-
lation with the speed of the head-centric rotational flow (Fig. 8)
and not with the speed of the retino-centric rotational flow (up to
8°/s). Factorial analysis of the responses also showed sensitivity to
pursuit (Fig. 9B) (pursuit bias 4
 0). To isolate the component
of the BOLD signal related to head-centric speed, we subtracted
the pursuit components [i.e., 4 Pb(t) and 5 Ps(t) in Eq. 2]
from the BOLD signals. These corrected data were compared
with the response patterns predicted by head-centric (Fig. 12A)
and retino-centric (Fig. 12B) speed sensitivity. Note that there is
a near perfect match between the data (Fig. 12C) and head-
centric speed tuning. In contrast, interaction with eye position
would predict identical BOLD signals for opponent and consis-
tent conditions that differ from the fixation condition (Fig. 12D).
This holds because, for either pursuit condition, a retinal rota-
tional flow signal would combine with an eye position signal that
is 90° out of phase. Eye-position-dependent single-cell re-
sponses have been reported for macaque areas MT and MST
(Bremmer et al., 1997), and DeSouza et al. (2002) reported mod-
ulation of BOLD signals by eye position in human MT. How-
ever, DeSouza et al. (2002) found modulation of the baseline
activity rather than of the response to expanding motion. Thus,
Figure 12. Comparison of data and models. A, Predicted response pattern for head-centric
flowmodel. B, Predicted parallel response lines for retino-centric flowmodel. C, Amplitudes of
the measured BOLD responses in experiment 2, averaged across all subjects. Data from each
subject were corrected for the pursuit bias and normalized with respect to the mean response
amplitude. Error bars indicate 1 SEM. D, Interaction with eye position predicts identical
responses for consistent and opponent pursuit that differ from the responses during fixation.
Values in gray are head-centric rotation speeds (in degrees per second). Ordinate scaling inA,B,
and D is in arbitrary units.
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there is no direct fMRI evidence for modulation by eye position
of flow-related BOLD responses.
Our results strongly suggest that the activity in pHFR is quan-
titatively related to the combination of pursuit signals and visual
flow into a representation of head-centric flow. Few studies re-
port quantitative relations between BOLD signals and visual mo-
tion parameters. Rees et al. (2000) reported increasing BOLD
responses in MT as a function of motion coherence. Chawla et
al. (1998) reported that BOLD responses to expanding motion in
MT vary as function of stimulus speed, but they made no at-
tempts to dissociate between head-centric and retino-centric
speed sensitivities. To our knowledge, we have, for the first time,
established a quantitative relation between BOLD signals and a
visual motion signal that refers to a different reference frame than
the retina.
Functional role of head-centric flow
Head-centric flow signals how the head moves with respect to the
world and how objects move relative to the head (Beintema and
van den Berg, 1998). In general, flow patterns can be decomposed
uniquely into rotational and translational components (Koen-
derink, 1986). Our visual stimulus contained both components.
The computation of head-centric rotational speed could be use-
ful to cross-calibrate visual and vestibular signals that measure
the rotation of the head in space, or it could serve to supplement
the semicircular canals signals, e.g., as they adapt for slow contin-
uous rotation in one direction. The computation of head-centric
translational flow is useful to perceive the heading direction
(Warren and Hannon, 1988; Royden et al., 1992; van den Berg,
1992). Our fMRI study does not test a quantitative measure of
this translational component. In general, the compensation for
eye velocity can be done within a retino-centric receptive field
(Bradley et al., 1996; Beintema and van den Berg, 1998; van den
Berg et al., 2005). Monkey studies have investigated interactions
between retinal motion and pursuit signals in the dorsal portion
of the MST (Bradley et al., 1996; Lappe et al., 1996; Shenoy et al.,
1999, 2002; Page and Duffy, 1999; Churchland and Lisberger,
2005) and the lateral portion of the MST (Thier and Erickson,
1992; Ilg et al., 2004; Churchland and Lisberger, 2005). Such
interactions often concern gain modulation of the responses,
and, less often, the interactions concern shifts of the tuning curve
to compensate for the pursuit speed. These studies agree that an
important role of the interaction between pursuit and visual flow
may be the reconstruction of the visual motion relative to the
head (or body).
We show that the interaction between pursuit and flow is not
evenly distributed across human MT. Second, we find that
modulation by pursuit (experiment 1) occurs in a subregion of
pMST that overlaps with the region that shows head-centric flow
sensitivity (experiment 2). It remains to be studied whether a
similar subdivision with head-centric flow sensitivity can be
found in monkey MT satellites MST and FST.
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